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INSPECTION SPECIFICATIONS
Inspection documents

STANDARD
ISO : –
EN : 10204
DIN : 50049

1. Scope and field of application, normative information and main division.
1.1 The most important commercial fasteners like bolts, screws and nuts shall be marked by indenting or embossing with the designation symbol

of the property class (see pages 15-5-1/6, clause 4) and/or the designation symbol of the material (see pages 15-40-3, clause 3, 15-45-2,
clause 6 and 15-50-2, clause 7) and with the trade (indentification) marking of the manufacturer. This cheap method of identification and the
inspection specifications of DIN 267 Part 5 (see pages 15-30-1/5) usually guarantee a reliable level of quality regarding the requirements of
the product specifications.
Critical applications and special fasteners, however sometimes require extra security and a document on material tests (certificate) is required
as proof that the delivery is in conformity to the requirements.

1.2 The European standard EN 10204 summarizes and describes various kinds of documents, which can be required in the order of metallic
products. Because the German standard DIN 50049 is well-known and is cited in many prescriptions, the contents of EN 10204 has been
published as a rivesed edition of DIN 50049, which shall be withdrawn and replaced by DIN EN 10204 after an indefinite period of transition.
On the basis of an agreement the future international standard ISO 10474 will be made identical to EN 10204.

1.3 All types of inspection documents can be arranged in two main groups:
1.3.1 Based on non-specific inspection and testing.

Inspection and testing carried out by the manufacturer in accordance with his own procedures to assess whether products made by
the same manufacturing process meet the requirements of the order. The products inspected and tested may not necessarily be the
products actually supplied.

1.3.2 Based on specific inspection and testing.
Inspection and testing carried out, before delivery, according to the technical requirements of the order, on the products to be supplied
or on test units of which the product supplied is part, in order to verify whether these products comply with the requirements of the order.

2. Inspection documents drawn up from inspection and tests carried out by personnel authorized by the maufacturer and who may be
involved in the maufacturing department.

2.1 Certificate of compliance with the order “2.1”
Document in which the manufacturer certifies that the products supplied are in compliance with the requirements of the order, without mention
of any test results. The certificate of compliance with the order “2.1” is a document drawn up on the basis of non-specific inspection and testing.

2.2 Test report “2.2”
Document in which the manufacturer certifies that the products supplied are in compliance with the requirements of the order and in which
he supplies test results based on non-specific inspection and testing.

2.3 Specific test report “2.3”
Document in which the manufacturer certifies that the products supplied are in compliance with the specifications of the order and in which
he supplies test results based on specific inspection and testing. The specific test report “2.3” is only used by a manufacturer who does not
have an authorized quality control department operating independently of the manufacturing department. If the manufacturer uses an
authorized quality control department, operating independently of the manufacturing department he shall supply a “3.1.B” certificate instead
of a “2.3” certificate.

3. Inspection documents drawn up for inspection and tests carried out or supervised by authorized personnel independent of the
manufacturing department, and based on specific testing.

3.1 Inspection certificate.
Documents issued on the basis of inspection and tests carried out in accordance with the technical specifications of the order or the official
regulations and the corresponding technical rules. The tests shall be carried out on the products supplied or the products in the inspection
unit, of which the consignment constitutes a part. The inspection unit is set by the product standard, the official regulations and corresponding
technical rules or by the order. There are different types:
Inspection certificate “3.1.A”
Is issued and validated by an inspector designated by the official regulations, in accordance with these and the corresponding technical rules.
Inspection certificate “3.1.B”
Is issued by the department independent of the manufacturing department and validated by an authorized representative of the staff
independent of the manufacturing department.
Inspection certificate “3.1.C”
Is issued and validated by an authorized representative of the purchaser, in accordance with the specifications of the order.

3.2 Inspection report.
Where the inspection certificate is validated, following special agreement, both by the manufacturer's authorized representative and the
purchaser's authorized representative, it is known as the inspection report “3.2”.
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4. Inspection documents to be supplied by a processor or an intermediary.

When a product is supplied by a processor or an intermediary, they shall submit to the purchaser, without any changes to it, the manufacturer's
documentation, as described in this European Standard EN 10204. This documentation from the manufacturer shall be accompanied by suitable
means of identification of the product, in order to ensure the traceability between the product and the documentation. If the processor or
intermediary has changed the state or dimensions of the product in any way whatever, he shall supply an additional document of compliance for
these particular new conditions. This also applies to all special requirements given in the order and not defined in the manufacturer's
documentation.

5. Validation of inspection documents.

The inspection documents shall be signed or marked in an appropriate way by the person(s) responsible for the validation of documents. However,
if the certificates are prepared by a suitable data processing system the signature may be replaced by an indication of the name and the position
of the person responsible for validating the document.

6. Different language versions of inspection documents (informative).

Kind of
English German French Italian* Dutch*

document

Certificate of Werks– Attestation de conformité Attestato di conformita Fabrieks–
2.1 compliance with the order bescheinigung à la commande all’ordinazione verklaring

Test report Werkszeugnis Relevé de contrôle Attestato Fabrieks–
2.2

di controllo contrôlerapport

Specific Werks– Relevé de contrôle Fabrieks–
2.3 Unknown

test report prüfzeugnis spécifique beproevingsrapport

3.1.A
Inspection Abnahme– Certificat Certificato Afname–

3.1.B
certificate prüfzeugnis de reception di collaudo beproevingsrapport

3.1.C

Inspection Abnahme– Procès-verbal Verbale Afname–
3.2 report prüfprotokoll de réception di collaudo beproevingsprotokol

* added to EN 10204.
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The 3.1B-certificate is the most common document for fasteners and is mainly required in the petrochemical and tank industry for pipelines, tank
installations, pressure vessels, steam equipment and the like. Although the 3.1A and 3.1C certificates generally cause no difficulties - the official
authority or the customer himself indicates how and by which experts testing has to be carried out - the 3.1B certificate may quite often be
misinterpreted.

1. The configuration of the 3.1B certificate
Supplement 1 to DIN 50049 gives a suggestion of how to achieve optimal uniformity in the documents. It contains all the necessary data and is
generally accepted.

2. Manufacturers, authorized to issue a 3.1B certificate
Especially in this matter there is some lack of clarity. The definition of the 3.1B-certificate (see page 15-31-1, point 3) assumes a high degree of
organization and quality in the manufacturing company. Guarantee about this can only be obtained on the basis of an official and independent
homologation of the manufacturer, which is generally accepted.

This situation exists in Germany. Most applications of fasteners requiring a 3.1B-certificate fall under the supervision of the German Technische
Überwachungsverein (TÜV) and the rules are laid down in the AD-Merkblätter for pressure vessels and the TRD-rules for steam equipment.
Furthermore the TÜV is generally accepted as an official and independent authority to audit manufacturers on their level of quality, to issue a
homologation (Zulassung) and to check the company periodically (Überwachungsvertrag).
The TÜV yearly publishes a survey (VdTÜV Merkblatt 1253) of all manufacturing companies over the whole world - including manufacturers of
fasteners - that have obtained their homologation.
With 3.1B-certificates of these approved manufacturers no danger occurs that the company and/or the document will not be accepted.

3. Relation between certificate and product
A certificate can only be reliable when it is clearly and unambiguously established that the document and the product concerned belong together.
This is not usually the case for smaller, mass-produced articles like bolts and nuts, as yet.
Nevertheless, some recommendable developments are starting to take place:
– some manufacturers also indicate the cast number of the certificate on the label of the packing
– some companies have already made a further move in the ideal direction of marking every product with a symbol corresponding with the symbol
of the certificate.

Fabory "a guarantee for quality"
Our products are subjected to a constant quality control. The articles are tested in our modern laboratory.

Profile projector Tensile testing machine (600kN)T-451 T-452
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STANDARD
ISO : –
EN : –
DIN : 50049 Sub part 1

(1980)

GEBR. GROHMANN • Löhne (Westf.)
EDELSTAHL -SCHRAUBEN– UND MUTTERNWERK

Abnahmeprüfzeugnis DIN 50049-3.1B
Certified Material Test Report / Certificat de Réception

Gebr. Grohmann • Postfach 1251 4972 Löhne 1 (Westf.)
Bestell-Nr.:
Order-No.:
Commande No.: _______________________________________________________
Unsere Auftrags-Nr.:
Our Order-No.:
Notre Commande No.: __________________________________________________
Lieferung vom:
Delivery of:
Livraison du: __________________________________________________________
Unsere Abteilung: Datum:
Our Department: Date:
Notre Service: ______________________ Date: ____________________________

RD 7249/1/05026

065 929

11.9.86

WP/Me 26.8.88

Position Anzahl Gegenstand und Abmessung Werkstoff DIN/Ausgabe Kennzeichnung
item Quantity Article and Dimension Material DIN/Edition Marking

Poste Nombre Designation du Produit et Dimension Matière DIN/Edition Marquage

Studs n.Zg.-Nr. 5516.611
Index "A" A 193 Gr. B7 B7

1 322 M 16 x 56 mm NL

ASTM

Umfang der Lieferung: Anforderungen:
Extent of Delivery: Requirements:
Volume de la Livraison: Exigences:

Ergebnis der Prüfungen: Zugversuch: DIN 50145 / Kerbschlagbiegeversuch: DIN 50115
Test Results: Tensile Test: Notched Bar Impact Test:
Résultats des Essais: Essai de Traction: Essai de Résilience:

Position
Item

Poste

Probe-Nr.
Test-No.
Eprou-

vette No.

Probestab
Test-Piece
Eprouvette

mm Ø

Re
Rp 0,2
Rp 1,0

N/mm2

Rm

N/mm2

A5 (%)
A4 (%)
AL  (mm)

Z

%

•
AV

J

Härte
Hardness

Dureté
HB 2,5/187,5

Prüfkraftversuch
Proof Load Test
Charge d'Essai

DIN 267

Aufweitvers.
Expand-Test

Essai
d'Evasement

DIN 267

x x

Anforderungen:
Requirements:
Exigences:

1 W9 8,75 726 940 23 61 280

Heat treatment: Quenched and tempered

*) DVM Iso-V Iso-U
Sonstige Prüfungen:
Other Tests:
Autre Contrôle

Stahlwerksanalysen in %:
Analysis of the Steelwork in %:
Analyses de L'Aciérie en %:

Position Schmelzen-Nr.
Item Heat-No. C Si Mn P S Cr Mo V Ni

Poste Coulée No.

1 624348 0,43 0,30 0,80 0,010 0,017 1,02 0,21

Besichtigung und Ausmessung:
Inspection and Measuring/Inspection et Mesurage:
Zeichen des Herstellerwerkes:
Mark of the Manufacturer:
Sigie du Producteur:

o.B.

A 370

T-120

T-120A

INSPECTION SPECIFICATIONS
Example of the configuration of a 3.1B-certificate




